ICELAND OVERLAND
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY EXTENSION
September 16 - 18, 2021
with Justin Black and Chris Linder

OVERVIEW
The glacier-fed rivers of Iceland’s southern coast form colorful braids as they flow across black volcanic
sands to the Atlantic Ocean, yielding endless incredible photographic opportunities full of luscious
abstract design, but only when seen from 1,000 feet in the air. We invite you to join us for an extension
to the Iceland Highlands expedition for doors-off aerial photography of the beautiful designs and patterns
rendered by these rivers. With two days on location, we will have ample time to get everyone aloft for
aerials over the rivers Thorsá, Hólsá, and Markarfljót. We will even be able to photograph the famous
Seljalandsfoss waterfall from the helicopter, as it flows down from the Eyafjallajoküll icecap.
If weather cooperates and we complete our flights the first day, we will visit some of our favorite sites in
the region. If flight conditions are not suitable the first day on location, we will make an excursion by land,
and attempt flights on the second day.
We will stay at the Aurora Lodge Hotel on September 17 and 18, to be near the rivers and the best field
locations in the area.
This is a special opportunity to capture a different perspective of Iceland’s unique geography.

ITIN ERA RY
September 16 – 17: Depart Reykjavik after breakfast and head to the south coast. Helicopter flights will
th
th
be scheduled on the 16 and/or 17 based on weather conditions and optimal times for photography.
When not doing the helicopter flights, we will visit some of our favorite sites in the region.
Overnight Aurora Lodge Hotel (B,L,D)
September 18: After breakfast we will drive back to Keflavik. Those departing on afternoon or evening
flights will be dropped off at the airport, those staying overnight in Keflavik will be dropped off at their
hotel. International flights should not depart prior to 3:00pm (B).

workshops and travel for the passionate photographer
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PRIC ING
Single occupancy: $6,000
Double occupancy: $5,800/person
Package includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Two hours of doors-off helicopter time per participant (two participants per flight, plus the photo
instructor directing the pilot to ideal positions)
Two nights’ hotel accommodations
Meals from lunch on September 16 to breakfast on September 18
Ground transportation throughout, with our favorite Icelandic driver and guide
Drop-off at Keflavik International Airport or a nearby hotel at the end of the trip

Please note that the aerial photography extension requires a minimum of four participants.
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